


The Compactalite Pro Integra range is a revolution 
in lightweight awnings, giving you the stability of a 
full awning and also one of the quickest and easiest 
lightweights to erect.  The integra is the only lightweight 
awning on the market to have a unique steel roof pole 
system that enables you to erect it as a lightweight in a 
minimum amount of time and can be adjusted  from the 
inside to give it the stability of a full conventional awning.

The intergra has heavy duty 300d double ripstop 
Acrylix material, stability bar system, rear pad poles and 
Endurance straps for increased stability in challenging 
weather, making it one of the strongest on the market. It 
also has the option of an annexe with inner tent that can 
be zipped in either side of the awning, ideal for visitors 
or just that little bit of extra storage space (annexe sold 
separately).

The skylights and large tinted windows have zipped blinds 
to give the integra a more spacious yet private feel in 
the  living area. It also comes with 2 detachable storage 
pockets, ideal for keeping all your holiday accessories nice 
and tidy; together with all the other fantastic features 
included in our compactalite pro classic range, including 
adjustable front legs for easier pitching on uneven 
ground, extra wide doors ideal for pushchairs and mobility 
scooters, fully vented side doors and 6 corner vents to 
increase ventilation and reduce condensation but without 
any unwanted guests coming in!  The draught skirt is made 
of the same material and coordinates the awning.

The Compactlite pro integra range is available in ivory / 
graphite and 3 width options 250cm, 325cm and 375cm 
Hex. The 250 and 325  both have depths of 250cm and 
the 375 Hex has an exceptional 280cm depth and a hex 
shaped front making it not only one of the biggest in its 
class but also one of the most stunning.
The compactalite pro integra is so versatile you will only 
ever need one awning to fulfil all your caravanning holiday 
needs.

The Compactalite Pro Integra 375 Hex is the ultimate in 
lightweight awnings. The 280cm depth gives the living area 
the feeling of exceptional space, plenty of room for your table 
and chairs and the 375cm width is big enough to accommodate 
most caravan layouts without going over a window. There are 3 
skylights and three front panels, the side panels can be folded 
down veranda style or zipped down and tucked into a storage 
pocket sewn into the inside of the awning and the centre panel 
can be rolled up or put out as a canopy (canopy poles optional 
extra)  The hex shaped front and colour way gives this awning a 
contemporary look that would compliment any caravan and get 
you noticed on site.

The Compactalite Pro Integra Annexe comes complete 
with an inner tent suitable for sleeping 2 people and is 
detachable if you want to use the annexe for storage. The 
annexe can be fitted to the complete integra range and an 
additional annexe can be purchased if you want to fit an 
annexe  to both sides of your awning. 

The Compactalite Pro Integra 375 Hex is the ultimate in lightweight awnings...
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Designed to fit  all caravans 
with an awning rail height from 
235cm to 250cm

Specification

- Material, New Acrylix 300 Double Ripstop Polyester.  
- Poles, Steel
- Zip in blinds
- Pegs, Steel/Plastic
- Rear Pad Poles
- Matching draught Skirt
- Height range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 29kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Liteweave Carpet LW376

The Compactalite Pro Integra 375 Hex is the most prestigious new model in our range for 2013, packed 
with features, it’s the only awning you will ever  require ...  

Compatible with all Compactalite Pro Integra models 
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VIDEOS PLUS MORE
INFO ONLINE

www.outdoor-revolution.com

NEW

FOR 2013

New Vortex vents New Acrylix 300

Exclusive Integra RPS

Feature guide - For more information a guide 
to all Outdoor Revolution feature icons can 
be found on the back cover of this brochure & 
on our website - www.outdoor-revolution.com

Fully Adjustable front legs

New Zinex poles
New & Exclusive

Highly visible night time reflective strip.

Shown above with optional annexe.

Full five panel awning with tinted windows & zip in blinds

Sky Lights

Interior of the optional annexe 
showing the exclusive stability 
bar system.
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A state of the art lightweight  caravan awning packed with technical features...

The Compactalite Pro Integra 325, a new fantastic 
lightweight awning, slightly smaller and ideal for couples 
touring. The new Integra RPS stability bar system allows super 
easy pitching, total stability and durability and has 3 skylights 
in the roof, a central doorway in the front that can be rolled 
back and panels either side that can be used veranda style or  
zipped down and tucked into storage pockets sewn inside the 
main body of the awning. The side panels can be zipped out 
completely to give you a canopy style effect on those sunnier 
days. 

Designed to fit  all caravans 
with an awning rail height from 
235cm to 250cm

An exclusive feature packed compact caravan awning with optional zip on annexe...

The Compactalite Pro Integra 250 is our new compact 
model for 2013 with all the features of the larger models including 
an optional zip on annexe with 2 skylights in the roof and two 
front panels both of which can be used veranda style on those 
sunnier days. The front panels can be zipped down and tucked 
into storage pockets sewn inside the main body of the awning 
and the side panels can be zipped out completely to give you a 
canopy style effect.

The Compactalite Pro Integra 250 represents the most compact model in the Compactalite Pro 
Integra range, offering all of the quality features of the larger models and making it one of the most 
feature packed awnings on the market for it’s size.

Designed to fit  all caravans 
with an awning rail height from 
235cm to 250cm

Specification

- Material, New Acrylix 300 Double Ripstop
  Polyester REVTEX 5000 Walls,   
- Poles, Fibreglass/Steel
- Pegs, Steel/Plastic
- Rear Pad Poles
- Matching draught Skirt
- Height range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 27kg (approx)
   

Optional Extras

- Liteweave Carpet LW320
- Roof Pole POL225

Specification

- Material, Acrylix 300 Double Ripstop
  Polyester REVTEX 5000 Walls   
- Poles, Fibreglass/Steel
- Pegs, Steel/Plastic
- Rear Pad Poles
- Matching draught Skirt
- Height range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 23kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Liteweave Carpet LW250
- Roof Pole POL224
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Model shown with optional Compactalite Pro Integra annexe. Model shown with optional Compactalite Pro Integra annexe.
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NEW

FOR 2013 NEW
FOR 2013

New Acrylix 300

Exclusive Integra RPS

New Zinex poles

Fully Adjustable front legs

Sky Lights

New & Exclusive

Interior of the optional annexe showing the exclusive stability bar system.

Fully Adjustable front legs

New & Exclusive

New Acrylix 300

Exclusive Integra RPS

Sky Lights

New Zinex poles
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A luxury colour coordinating windbreak with awning channel... 

The Compactalite Pro Classic 325. The word is Classic, now 
in its fifth season, the much acclaimed classic model range has 
all the features which is synonymous with high performance  
and fantastic value for money.

A truly classic compact caravan awning packed with new improved features...A classic in every sense of the word... further technical improvements...    

The Compactalite Pro Classic 250 with already 10,000 pieces 
sold of this model then this one of the best selling awnings on 
the uk market. At 250cm wide by 235cm deep is ideal for smaller 
caravans and short breaks. The two  side doors can be tied back 
and the 2 front panels can be used veranda style or zipped down 
and tucked into storage pockets sewn inside the main body, ideal 
for sunnier days giving you a canopy style effect.

Designed to fit  all caravans 
with an awning rail height from 
235cm to 250cm

The Compactalite Pro Classic model range is now class leading in all departments, check 
out the features, quality and excellent value for money ...

Designed to fit  all caravans 
with an awning rail height from 
235cm to 250cm

The Compactalite Pro Vision Windbreak comes with an 
awning channel to fix to your caravans awning rail and pack into a 
small holdall. The fabric used to construct these windbreaks is the 
150D Polyester.
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Specification

- Material, 150D Double Ripstop Polyester REVTEX 5000,   
  Acrylix 300D Double Ripstop Mudwalls
- Poles, Fibreglass/Steel
- Pegs, Steel
- Draught Skirt
- Height Range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite & Blue/Graphite
- Net Weight, 19kg (approx)

Specification

- Material, 150D Double Ripstop Polyester REVTEX 5000,   
  Acrylix 300D Mudwalls
- Poles, Fibreglass/Steel
- Pegs, Steel
- Draught Skirt
- Height Range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite & Blue/Graphite
- Net Weight, 22kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Liteweave Carpet, LW250
- Rear Pad Poles, POL220
- Roof Pole, POL224

Optional Extras

- Liteweave Carpet, LW320
- Rear Pad Poles, POL220
- Roof Pole, POL225

Designed to fit  all caravans 
with an awning rail height from 
235cm to 250cm 325cm
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Specification

- Material, 150D Double Ripstop Polyester REVTEX 3000 
- Poles & Pegs, Steel
- Colour Ivory/Graphite & Blue/Graphite
- Net Weight 3.65kg (approx)

The Compactalite Pro Classic still has the internal stability bars for extra stability in strong winds, zipped blinds for extra privacy, extra wide doors ideal for pushchairs and mobility 
scooters, external endurance straps for extra stability in challenging weather.  The Pro Classic now has additional benefits, adjustable front legs for easier pitching on uneven ground, fully 
vented side doors to increase ventilation but without any unwanted guests coming in! 2 additional vents to reduce condensation, double ripstop material throughout makes this awning 
one of the most substantial in the market today.  The draught skirt is also made of the same material to compliment your awning perfectly and extra windows in the side panels gives you 
a lighter more spacious feel in the living area.  Rear pad poles to give a tighter fit to the caravan and a roof tension bar to give extra support in bad weather are available as optional extras 
if required.  The Compactalite Pro Classic comes in two sizes 250cm and 325cm and two colour ways, Blue/graphite and ivory/graphite.  The new modern design and exceptional features 
would compliment any holiday whether its a short break or you main summer holiday.  7.      6.

 Ivory   Graphite

 Blue   Graphite
Colour options - 
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MODEL FOR 2013

New Zinex polesFully Adjustable front legs

Mesh doors
to each side

Draught skirt included

Zip in blinds

 Ivory   Graphite

 Blue   Graphite
Colour options - 

Fully Adjustable front legsNew Acrylix 300

New Zinex poles

Draught skirt included New Acrylix 300

 Blue   Graphite Ivory   Graphite



Specification

-  Fly, 150D Oxford pu 5000mm & 150D 
     ripstop Oxford pu 5000mm F/R
-  Carbon-Lite Carbon Fibre poles
-  Steel pegs 
-  Height Range, 235cm to 250cm
-  Colour, Black/Anthracite/Silver
-  Net weight, 23kg (approx)

Optional Extras

-  Roof Pole Included
-  Pad Pole - Code POL220
-  Liteweave - Code LW325 

A state of the art carbon-lite framed caravan awning packed with technical features ...

The Compactalite Pro 325 is the 2012 top selling Pro Carbon 
model with the same exceptional features as the Compactalite 
Pro Carbon Ex but without the integral annexe. The contemporary 
design and colour way will compliment any caravan. The main 
living area is 325cm by 250cm and with the front pole design 
you have additional headroom compared to the more traditional 
lightweight awnings.  The exclusive Carbon-lite frame not only 
makes this awning amongst the easiest to erect, it also makes it the 
lightest and one of the strongest in the marketplace. The windows 
have internal zipped blinds for extra privacy. Both side panels have 
front and rear vents plus mesh in the extra wide door for additional 
ventilation. The awning has detachable pegging points and the 
option of veranda style front panels for those sunnier days. A 
top vent is provided to help air circulation. The Compactalite Pro 
Carbon 325 also comes with rear back pads; and if used together 
with optional back poles will help improve the seal against your 
caravan. The internal goalpost bracing frame and storm straps 
makes this awning one of the most sturdy in its class. The double rip 
stop fabric (technical name, REVTEX 5000drs) and Sun Pro material 
together with the Carbon-lite frame gives you the strength of a 
full awning but can be erected in a fraction of the time. So you can 
spend more time enjoying your holiday.

To compliment this awning a matching draught skirt, inner-tent 
and liteweave carpet are available.

Specification

-  Fly, 300D REVTEX 5000 DRS  
-  Carbon-Lite Carbon Fibre poles
-  Steel pegs
-  Height Range, 235cm - 250cm 
-  Color, Black / Anthracite / Silver
-  Net weight, 20kg (approx)

Optional Extras

-  Matching Draft Skirt - Code OR1032
-  Inner Tent - Code OR1046
-  Back Pad Pole - Code POL225
-  Liteweave - Code LW320
-  Adjustable Roof Pole - Code POL220

Designed to fit  all caravans 
with an awning rail height from 
235cm to 250cm 325cm
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An exclusive feature packed carbon frame caravan awning with an integral annexe...

The exciting and exclusive new Compactalite Pro Carbon EX 
is the awning of the future today!! 
Manufactured to Outdoor Revolutions  exacting standards, and 
incorporating our exclusive registered design and carbon lite 
technology,  this brand new concept awning crosses the strengths 
of a more traditional framed awning using carbon lite technology, 
with the benefits of a lightweight awning, easy to care for and 
erects in minutes.  The Outdoor Revolution design team have again 
created an evolutionary product, backed with our exclusive factory 
quality that leads the way in awning design, and performance.  
‘feel the difference’  revtex 5000 heavy duty polyester ensures 
long service and waterproofing unsurpassed in the market place. 
Sun pro UV our ultra violet protection is used on the roof for extra 
guard from the elements, even the new colourway is a cool and 
modern contemporary look to compliment your caravan.
The exclusive design has many unseen features, the main living area 
is 325cm, and the annexe 150cm, totalling 475cm,  the new annexe 
concept incorporated into the product allows a comfortable two 
person sleeping compartment (complete with removable inner 
tent),  safe and secure with a funky window system for light in 
the day and covered by night, this can also be used for a storage 
compartment to keep the awning free of clutter in the day and has 
two panels at the front that roll to the centre to allow the awning to 
be fully open or the smaller traditional awning doors can be used 
either side in less favourable conditions.
There is a large side door which is wide enough for wheelchairs or 
mobility scooters to pass through and also includes a mesh panel. 
This awning comes complete with back pads for quality fit and 
draught reduction and our now legendary zip in quality curtains 
for security and ease of use.  The awning has more traditional loops 
at the base which are more user friendly and easily replaceable.

The Compactalite Pro Carbon EX represents the most up to date, functional and performance 
driven awning on the market for the discerning caravanner, coupled with our exclusive 
liteweave quality carpeting this is the perfect combination at amazing new value 2013 prices

Designed to fit  all caravans 
with an awning rail height from 
235cm to 250cm
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     8.

A new reduced price point for 2013, now further fantastic value for money ... look at the quality...

The Carbon-Lite technology frame system has been designed specifically for this 
product, including adjustable interior bracing pole, and the new adjustable exterior 
leg poles for a complete fit in all situations.  Lightweight, corrosion free, modular and 
extremely strong which gives years of service.

Carbon Frame Technology

NEW
 VALUE

PRICES FOR 2013

Inner tent included



Oxygen Air Frame technology...
See our new 2013 addition to our range, another first and exclusive 
awning from Outdoor Revolution, unique using air frame technology, 
ultra-lightweight and requiring only one valve and only 2 mins approx to 
inflate this product. Although not an entirely new concept, this awning 
is quiet simply breathtakingly easy to erect and simple to disassemble. 
The 325cm width and 250cm projection is ideal not just for weekends 
but gives exceptional space for those longer holidays too. The Oxygen 
has heavy duty 150d double ripstop material, one central stability panel 
to self position the awning whilst inflating, rear stability strap, centre 
carbon roof pole for extra support (side carbon roof poles optional 
extra), rear pad poles (optional extra) and external endurance straps for 
increased stability in challenging weather making it one of the most 
stable inflatable frameless caravan awnings on the market. 

Oxygen Airframe Speed 1 ... Compact, lightweight, and clinically 
quick to erect, incredibly  stable and a large volume interior, makes this 
awning an acclaimed instant  success, simply pump and go ....   

The new era of lightweight awnings is here, 
look no further than the Oxygen Air Frame, the 
Oxygen Speed 1 is simplicity itself, no more 
pole assembly as this product comes with our 
revolutionary single air frame technology ... 

The front panel has  large tinted windows and zipped blinds to 
give the oxygen a more spacious yet private feel in the  living 
area.  It can also be zipped out and stored in the front storage 
pockets giving the awning an open canopy effect on those 
sunnier days.  The extra wide doors are ideal for pushchairs and 
mobility scooters with full mesh panels to increase ventilation 
and reduce condensation without any unwanted guests coming 
in!  Fitted with both 4mm and 6mm beading the oxygen 
is suitable for both caravans and small motorhomes. The 
contemporary design and exceptional features ensures your 
holiday be one to remember.

The Oxygen air frame Speed 1... modern, simple, spacious, and very stable ...

Specification

- Material, 150D Double Ripstop Polyester REVTEX 5000
- Acrylix 300D Double Ripstop Mudwalls
- Poles, Airframe (Pump Supplied), Carbon Roof Pole
- Pegs, Steel
- Height Range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite 
- Net Weight, 12.7kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Liteweave Carpet, LW320
- Rear Pad Poles, POL220
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NEW

FOR 2013

Highly visible night time reflective strip.

New Acrylix 300

New & Exclusive
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Complete with  carrybag and air pump.
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Designed to fit  all caravans with an awning rail 
height from 235cm to 250cm & small to medium 
campervans & motorhomes from up to 250cm high.



www.outdoor-revolution.comThe Techlite Pro L & XL are Fantastic value for money and the 
simplest model we manufacture, a classic in our range for nearly five 
years and great for any caravan or campervan ....

simple to erect, spacious, efficient, fits evrything...

LITEWEAVE

Carbon Fibre Frame / Luxury camping carpet - 2013

Outdoor Revolution have developed a carbon frame for 
our range of new wave awnings, two years in development, 
these frames represent the highest quality of carbon wrap 
technology for strong, lightweight, flexible and corrosion 
resistant awning frames. Tested rigorously for the UK 
market, the Carbon-lite frame is lightweight and easy to use; 
using various diameter poles this creates an excellent frame 
system. Modular in design so that all parts are replaceable 
for a long extended life span and outstanding performance. 
A true quality investment for the enhancement of your 
caravanning experience. 

-  Rot proof
-  Fully breathable
-  UV resistant

-  Flame retardant
-  Tough & jet washable
-  Fully eyeletted

-  Carry bag
-  Allowed on all sites
-  Low cost

Benefits

Luxury Camping Carpet...

-  Very strong
-  Durable
-  Lightweight

-  Easy to use & erect
-  Flexible
-  Corrosion resistant

-  Modular design
-  Enhances the look of the
   awning from the interior.

Benefits

Outdoor Revolution have produced a quality range of LITEWEAVE awning and 
camping carpet. Fully breathable and flame retardant, Liteweave is an extremely 
well made product with hemmed seams and heavy duty eyelets at a very low 
price. LITEWEAVE is ideal for caravan awnings, tents, folding campers and general 
outdoor use. A Lightweight & Durable alternative to a traditional groundsheet. Sizes 
to fit all awnings. LITEWEAVE can also be cut to bespoke sizes.

The Techlite Pro range is a fantastic, easy to use and incredibly 
light awning for your caravan or motorhome. The clever part is 
that we have stitched both a 6mm and 4mm awning channel 
into the back of the awning, designed to slide into the front 
narrow gauge channel of wind-out canopies or into regular 
caravan /drive away awning channel. The large front windows 
and light coloured roof fabric make the awning especially 
pleasant to use. The large side doors are really useful and also 
make for example, wheelchair access very easy. The Fabric 
construction is 150D Ripstop Oxford PU with the REVTEX 5000 
waterproofing.
To compensate for height differences in caravans, Outdoor 
Revolution have made the single front pole adjustable in height 
and also sewn the mud-walling on the inside to allow a better fit 
on hard-standing pitches. The Techlite Pro L & XL have the back 
pad weather seal (rear pad poles sold separately) and the fabric 
has the SUNPRO UV rating. Fully adjustable Pro L height: 235cm 
- 250 cm / for motorhome or caravan. Fully adjustable Pro XL 
height: 250cm - 270 cm / for motorhomes
Available in 2 colourways, Blue/Black/White or Burgundy/
Black/White. Also available are matching draught skirts to 
complement your awning experience. (Sold seperately)
Width:  300cm. Depth: 240 cm 
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Designed to fit motorhomes
& caravans from 250cm to 
270cm high.

Designed to fit  all caravans with an awning rail 
height from 235cm to 250cm & small to medium 
campervans & motorhomes from up to 250cm high.

Specification

- Material, 150D Oxford /150D ripstop
- Pole, 19mm steel pole
- Peg, Steel pegs 
- Height Range, 235cm to 250cm
- Colour, Burgundy/black/white
  and Blue/black/white
- Net weight, 11.6kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Pad Pole, POL220
- Inner Tent, OR1046
- Liteweave, LW302
- Matching draught skirt
  OR1031

Specification

- Material, 150D Oxford /150D ripstop
- Pole, 19mm steel pole
- Peg, Steel pegs 
- Height Range, 235cm to 270cm
- Colour, Blue/black/white
- Net weight, 14.2kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Pad Pole, POL220
- Inner Tent, OR1046 & OR928
- Liteweave, LW302

Twin Piping.

Practical...Foldable... Wipeable...
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Lightweight Motorhome/CarAvan Awnings                 - 2013

Carbon-Lite Frame Technology...

SUPERB 

STRENGTH

& GREAT VALUE

ALLOW
ED

ON ALL SITES

PREMIUM QUALITY

SIMPLY

THE EASIEST

LOCATE A LOCAL DEALER
ONLINE ON OUR WEBSITE

Colour options

New Zinex poles

 Burgundy   Black   White

 Blue      Black   White

Large zip out front door

Mesh panels in 
both side doors

Simple spacious effective...



Lightweight Awnings & Sun Canopies                        - 2013

A Technical feature packed canopy with side panels and windows...

The Tech Canopy is a new addition to the already very successful 
Outdoor Revolution Easi-Canopy range.
 
The Tech Canopy has all the features of a standard canopy but with 
the added benefit of side panels including windows to protect 
you from the elements without restricting your view. It is made 
from revolutionary REVTEX 5000DRS and comes complete with 3 
endurance straps, making it one of the most substantial canopies in 
the market place. With the one pole quick erect system it also makes 
it one of the fastest and easiest to erect.  Available in 3 different 
heights 180cm to 220cm, 220cm to 250cm and 240 to 270cm 
the tech canopy is suitable for most leisure vehicles, caravans or 
motorhomes. Fitted with twin beading it can either attach to your 
awning channel or a wind-out awning.  At 3mtrs wide and 240cm 
deep it can be positioned where needed along the straight roof 
section of the vehicle.  The very modern colour-way and style of the 
canopy will complement anyone’s holiday and is sure to turn heads.

The Spacelite name will be familiar to followers of Outdoor 
Revolution product as this was originally launched as a concept 
product in 2007. The main design feature of this awning is that 
the awning canvas can be rolled up into the bag which stays 
attached to the caravan rail. This naturally allows easier set up 
the next time the awning is erected and makes the Spacelite an 
ideal companion when touring. The front pole is steel with an 
adjustable leg to compensate for undulating ground. The floor 
plan of the awning is 325cm x 240cm. The large front windows 
and light coloured fabric make the awning especially pleasant 
to use. The large side doors are really useful and also make, for 
example, wheelchair access very easy.

The Easi Canopi is a lightweight, simple to erect canopy to attach 
to either caravan awning channel or wind-out awnings. The front 
poles are sectional swaged steel so they can be disassembled to 
pack up small and lightweight. The front also has a ridge pole to 
offer greater stability. The canopy fabric is 190T Polyester for greater 
durability.

Specification

- Steel poles 
- Steel pegs
- Colour, Charcoal/Grey/Silver
- Net weight, 7.7kg (approx)
- Fly, 300D REVTEX 5000 DRS
- Endurance Straps included
- Valise included

Height Range 
- Tech-Canopy 200      180cm -220cm
- Tech-Canopy 250 220cm - 250cm
- Tech Canopy 300 240cm - 270cm

Designed to fit small to medium sized 
campervans and motorhomes
from 180cm to 220cm high

Designed to fit caravans and
motorhomes from 220cm to 250cm high

Designed to fit coachbuilt motorhomes
from 240cm to 270cm high
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325cm

Footprint Measurements

Designed to fit  all caravans 
with an awning rail height from 
235cm to 250cm

Specifications

- Material, 68D 190T Polyester PU3000mm, FR
- Poles, 19mm Steel poles
- Pegs, steel pegs 
- Height Range, 235cm to 250cm
- Colour, Blue/B&W & Burgundy B&W
- Net weight, 12kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Roof Pole, POL225
- Inner Tent, OR1046
- Liteweave, LW320

The awning can be rolled up into the bag, still attached to the caravan.

Designed to fit  all caravans with an awning rail height 
from 235cm to 250cm & small to medium campervans 
& motorhomes from 180cm to 240 cm high.

280cm

H = 190cm

H 210cm

Specification

- Polyester PU3000mm, FR
- Poles, Steel poles
- Pegs, steel pegs 

- Height Range, 190cm to 250cm
- Colour, Blue/B&W
- Net weight, 5kg (approx)

a firm favourite with the lightweight touring Enthusiast, simplicity itself ...

a firm favourite with the lightweight touring enthusiast, simplicity itself ...
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SUPERB 

QUALITY & VALUE

TOTAL

ECONOMY

New Zinex poles

Large windows

Adjustable Legs

FITS

LOW
 CAM

PERS

FITS

HIGH VEHICLES



Motorhome / Campervan Drive Away Awnings             - 2013

Our most sought after compact, free standing driveaway awning ...

The Movelite Square Classic is a Free standing awning, ideal 
for smaller motorhomes (up to 240 cm high) van conversions, 
Eriba caravans, Trigano Rubis, Trigano Rapido, various 4x4’s and 
MPV’s. 
For 2013 the highly sought after Movelite drive away awning 
takes on a new look. The traditional pre bent poles remain, 
(offering maximum headroom) as does the stability strap system 
fixing points. The look of the awning has been improved with the 
introduction of the large side doors to give the whole awning a 
gazebo feel during the daytime. Also added is the rear tension 
straps which are designed to take up any slack in the rear cowl 
when used with lower height vehicles. The clip in tray groundsheet 
allows a luxury awning carpet to be laid inside the awning to give 
a home from home feel. By purchasing the optional inner tent, 
the Movelite Square can also be used as a sleeping tent for the 
holiday guests. The Movelite square can be used as a drive away 
awning with our optional fixing kit, or through the use of the 
unique tying system which comes as part of the Movelite awning. 
The Movelite  fits into a handy compact valise for easy storage. 

A free standing awning, ideal for smaller motorhomes...

The Movelite Midi Classic is a Free standing awning, ideal 
for smaller motorhomes (up to 240 cm high) van conversions, 
Eriba caravans, Trigano Rubis, Trigano Rapido, various 4x4’s and 
MPV’s. The main advantage of this awning is the wider rear cowl 
allowing sliding doors (for example in VW transporters vans) to 
open within the rear cowl.
Like the Movelite Square the awning comes with the endurance 
strap system fixing points and the rear tension straps which are 
designed to take up any slack in the rear cowl when used with 
lower height vehicles.The clip in tray groundsheet allows a cosy 
awning carpet to be laid inside the awning to give a home from 
home feel.
By purchasing the optional inner tent, the Movelite Midi can also 
be used as a sleeping tent for the holiday guests. 
The Movelite Midi can be used as a drive away awning with our 
optional fixing kit, or the rear cowl can be tied back until your 
return. The Movelite Midi fits into a handy compact valise for easy 
storage.

The Movelite Midi Classic has become our best 
seller across the range; compact, lightweight and 
easy to erect with a large interior volume  ...

Specification

- Fly, 68D 190T Polyester PU3000mm, FR
- Pole, 12.7mm Fibreglass
- Peg, Steel pegs 
- Height Range, 180cm to 240cm
- Colour, Blue/Black/White
- Net weight, 12.5kg (approx)

Optional Extras 

- Inner Tent, OR1156
- Liteweave, LW240
- Carpet, OR1157
- Matching Windbreak, WB831

Specification

- Fly, 68D 190T Polyester PU3000mm, FR
- Pole, 12.7mm Fibreglass
- Peg, Steel pegs 
- Height Range, 180cm to 240cm
- Colour, Blue/Black/White
- Net weight, 13kg (approx)

Optional Extras 

Inner Tent, OR1156
Liteweave, LW302
Carpet, OR1158
Matching Windbreak, WB831
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240cm 60cm

Footprint
Measurements

30
0c

m

240cm 70cm

Footprint
Measurements

Designed to fit Small to medium 
sized Campervans & motorhomes 
from 180cm to 240cm high

Designed to fit Small to medium 
sized Campervans & motorhomes 
from 180cm to 240cm high

The Movelite Square Classic is a free standing awning, ideal for smaller 
motorhomes offering features that give a high degree of functionality and 
flexibility for a compact awning more often found in larger models.

Driveway Guideance Strip
Two highly visible fluorescent yellow reflective 
strips which can be pegged on the ground 
and designed to help guide your campervan 
precisely up against your driveaway awning.

 17.   16.

SMALL

BUT PERFECT!

BEST

SELLER !

TOUGH

P.V.C
.

Reflective Strips

Specification
- Reflective for night use
- Heavy duty PVC for durability
- Keeps your pitchsafe from others when off site
- Eyeletted for secure pegging down
- Includes pegs

Roll away tunnel

clip in removable inner groundsheet

zip in blinds

multiple doors / openings

Clip in removeable
groundsheet

www.outdoor-revolution.com

LOCATE A LOCAL DEALER
ONLINE ON OUR WEBSITE

Roll away tunnel
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The Movelite XLF Classic is bursting 
with features, includes a built in sleeping 
compartment, superb for friends, children 
or pets...

The Movelite XL Classic now synonomous 
with lightweight touring, the Movelite 
XL ticks all the boxes for a simple, value 
extension to your living space...

Motorhome Drive Away Awnings        - 2013

The choice of many motorhomers... a timeless classic & great value for money...

The Movelite XL Classic is our leading multi-purpose drive away 
awning product to fit all coach built motorhomes, up-to 9 feet high. 
The whole awning is very compact and very versatile. The Movelite 
XL has an extremely easy to erect design. It has a zip front door with 
two full side doors. Now Included are the rear tension straps which are 
designed to take up any slack in the rear cowl when used with lower 
height vehicles. The clip in tray groundsheet allows a luxury awning 
carpet to be laid inside the awning to give a home from home feel.
By purchasing the optional inner tent, the Movelite XL can also be 
used as a sleeping tent for the holiday guests. 
The Movelite XL can be used as a drive away awning with our optional 
fixing kit, or through the use of the unique strap system which comes 
as part of the Movelite XL. The Movelite XL fits into a handy compact 
valise for easy storage.

A 2012 bestseller, huge family space and sleeping area and great value ...

Here is an incredibly versatile drive away awning for Coach-built 
motorhome with the inclusion of a large sleeping annexe and inner 
tent. The whole sleeping area can be closed off making the space useful 
for storage if the sleeping facility is not required. 
The Movelite XL family is a multi-purpose drive away awning product 
to fit all coach built motorhomes, up-to 9 feet high. The whole awning 
is very compact and very versatile. The Original Movelite XL family has 
an extremely easy to erect design. It has a zip up front door, the ground 
sheet is also included and it comes complete with pegs and guyline. 
The Movelite XL family can be used as a drive away awning with our 
optional fixing kit, or by the use of the unique strap system which 
comes as part of the awning. The Movelite XL family fits into a handy 
compact valise for easy storage.

Specification

- Fly, 68D 190T Polyester PU3000mm, FR
- Pole, 12.7mm Fibreglass
- Peg, Steel pegs 
- Height Range, 240cm to 290cm
- Colour, Blue/Black/White
- Net weight, 14.5kg (approx)

Optional Extras 

Inner Tent, OR1156
Liteweave, LW305
Carpet, OR1159
Matching Windbreak, WB831

Specification

- Fly, 68D 190T Polyester PU3000mm, FR
- Pole, 12.7mm Fibreglass
- Peg, Steel pegs 
- Height Range, 240cm to 290cm
- Colour, Blue/Black/White
- Net weight, 22kg (approx)

Optional Extras 

- Inner Tent, OR1156
- Liteweave, LW305
- Carpet, OR1159
- Matching Windbreak, WB831

30
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300cm 70cm

Footprint
Measurements

Designed to fit  all 
motorhomes from 240cm 
to 290cm high

Designed to fit  all 
motorhomes from 240cm 
to 290cm high
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OPTIO
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IN
NER TENT

zip in blinds

multiple doors / openings

Roll away tunnel Roll away tunnel

Clip in removeable
groundsheet
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FAMILY

VALUE !

4 PERSON
SLEEPING ANNEXE

Clip in removeable
groundsheet

multiple doors / openings

zip in blinds



The Movelite Pro Carbon XL is our largest 
driveaway awning. Strong and stable with 
increased living space for enthusiasts that want 
the ultimate driveaway awning.

The Movelite Pro Carbon Midi is a premium 
driveaway awning for the discerning motorhome 
enthusiast; quality fabrics & Carbon-Lite frame 
ensures extreme durability and strength. 
Simply the best ...

A premium quality driveaway, packed with exeptional durable features ...

The Movelite Pro Carbon Midi is ideal for smaller motor 
homes and van conversions, with a tunnel height range of 190cm 
to 240cm and a floor area of 3mtr by 2.4mtr this is the smallest in 
the Pro Carbon range.
The Pro Carbon Range is the ultimate in quality and innovation. 
Using  Revtex 5000drs  and our revolutionary Carbon-lite frame it 
makes the Pro Carbon range not just one of the strongest drive 
away awnings in the market place but also one of the lightest and 
quickest to erect, the Revtex 5000drs gives you the strength and 
versatility to be able to use the drive away awning on most types 
of holidays and short breaks. Whilst the Carbon-lite frame is not 
only quick to erect,  it also gives you a lightweight frame without 
compromising on strength or durability. The front canopy gives 
you protection over the front door and either (or both) side panels 
can be removed if you wish to add an optional annexe for either 
an extra bedroom or simply storage. The front panel can be rolled 
back to give you an open plan space and the connection tunnel at 
the rear not only has skylights but it also gives you ample access 
to your van and can be used as an extra storage area. The internal 
bath tub groundsheet keeps out draughts and rain within the 
awning and the pole structure gives maximum living area ideal 
for those longer holidays

The Movelite Pro Carbon XL is ideal for coach-built 
motorhomes with a back tunnel height range of 240cm to 
290cm and a floor area of 3.5mtr by 3mtr this awning has one of 
the biggest living areas in its class.  Can be fitted with optional 
annexe on either side of the awning. This is exclusive and no other 
lightweight driveaway has this option.

Our fastest selling premium driveaway with a huge interior volume ...

Designed to fit  coachbuilt 
motorhomes from 240cm 
to 290cm high

Designed to fit  smaller motorhomes and 
van conversions from 190cm to 240cm high
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240cm 70cm

Footprint
Measurements

Front

35
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300cm 70cm

Footprint
Measurements

Front

Specification

- Material, 150d polyester REVTEX5000
- Pole, Carbon-Lite Carbon Fibre
- Pegs, Steel 
- Height Range, 240cm-290cm
- Colour, Graphite / Reflective
- Net weight, 22kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Zip on Annexe, OR12210 
- Inner Tent, OR1156
- Windbreak, WB12670
- Drive Away Kit, OR531/532
- Pole and Clamp Kit,  POL230

Specification

- Material, 150d polyester
  REVTEX5000
- Pole, Carbon-Lite Carbon Fibre
- Pegs, Steel 
- Height Range, 190cm-240cm
- Colour, Graphite / Reflective
- Net weight, 20kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Zip on Annexe, OR12210 
- Inner Tent, OR1156
- Windbreak, WB12670
- Drive Away Kit, OR531/532
- Pole and Clamp Kit,  POL230

The Carbon-Lite technology frame system has been 
designed specifically for this product, including the new 
adjustable exterior leg poles for a complete fit in all situations.  
Lightweight, corrosion free, modular and extremely strong which 
gives years of service.

Motorhome Awnings               - 2013
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HUGE

SPECIFICATION !

MULTI

DOORS & PANELS

QUALITY

ZIP ON ANNEXE

ANNEX

INTERIOR

SPACE

INCREASED

SUPERB

VALUE !
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heavy duty 420d
removable groundsheet.

Premium optional zip in annexe

FIND A 
DEALER
ONLINE



www.outdoor-revolution.com
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The Movelite Pro Annexe adds quality extra 
family or pet space to your movelite, simple 
to attach and effective additional space.

A premium and exclusive additional option for the movelite pro range, feature packed...

The Cayman drive away awning may be at a budget price but still 
has the fantastic quality and features of the Outdoor Revolution 
Brand. The Cayman has a back tunnel height range of 180cm to 
240cm, ideal for campervans and van conversions. Also incorporated 
is a sewn in groundsheet, which should be ideal for those damper 
days. The two side doors can be rolled back and the front panel 
rolled up to give the awning a gazebo like feel. The top vent gives 
extra ventilation on warmer days. The floor area of 3m x 2.8m makes 
the Momentum Cayman an ideal place for your table and chairs or 
simply as a little bit of extra storage. 

Our industry beating lightweight driveaway, superb quality at a price that suits ...

The Cayman... A new addition to the range last year, now our number one seller, top performing, value 
for money driveaway...  Performance way beyond its price!

Cayman

Designed to fit Small to medium 
sized Campervans & motorhomes 
from 180cm to 240cm high

80cm

30
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280cm

Footprint
Measurements

Front

Specification

- Material, 68D 190T Polyester REVTEX 3000
- Poles, Fibreglass
- Pegs, Steel
- Height Range, 180-240cms
- Colour, Blue/Black
- Net Weight, 11kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Drive Away Kit OR531 / 532
- Canopy poles  POL210
               - Driveway runway strips

 
OR13400 

The Movelite Pro Annexe comes complete with an inner tent 
suitable for sleeping 2 people and can be detached if you want to 
use the annexe for storage. The annexe can be fitted to the both 
midi and xl movelite pro carbon range and an additional annexe 
can be purchased if you want to fit an annexe to both sides of 
your awning. 

The Outdoor Revolution Tempo High Back chair is a 
high quality folding camping chair. 
See our website for the full camping furniture range.

Specification

- Padded head rest
- Fabric fully weatherproof heavy duty textilene
- Re-inforced alloy tube frame 35-22 - 45-14mm
- 7 position backrest
- Folded dimensions 111 x 63 x 8cm
- Weight 4.8kg (approx)

I-Lite is a safe & effective flexible illumination system 
for awnings & tents with a million & one other uses 
where safe, waterproof illumination is essential.

   22.

200cm

Footprint
Measurements 14

5c
m

Specification

- Material, 150d polyester
  REVTEX5000
- Pole, Zinex steel
- Pegs, Steel 
- Colour, Graphite / Reflective

Quality Camping Furniture LED Awning LightingTempo Chair I-Lite LED Lighting

Specification

- Power - 4.8W
- Current - 0.4A – 400mA
- IP67 rated
- Linear separable LED strip on flexible printed circuit   
  board with self-adhesive backing.
- Waterproof features the light for outdoor or 
  underwater 
- Each unit of 3 LEDs can be cut out at regular   
  segments without damaging the rest ribbon.
- Working voltage: 12V DC
- The ribbon is so flexible that can be shaped and 
  bent to achieve 90° angle, even barrel roll.
- Dimmable Led strip lighting: Dimming can be 
  achieved by using our single color Led strip dimmer, 
  sold separately.
- IP67 total waterproof function for exterior applications.
- Operating temperature: -25 to 60º C
- Storage temperature: -25 to 80º C

INTERNAL

ANNEXE VIEW

New Zinex poles

Increased ventilation

Quality zippers

VALUE &

PERFORMANCE

Optional driveway runway strips

multiple doors / openings

Ample ventilation

Pre bent poles for 
maximum volume
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www.outdoor-revolution.com

LOCATE A LOCAL DEALER
ONLINE ON OUR WEBSITE

Motorhome / Campervan Drive Away Awnings                  - 2013

Our brand new cayman xl, more room, fantastic value for money for 2013...

The Cayman XL is brand new and exclusive for 2013. A high top 
version of our hugely successfull Cayman. Maintaining the same 
outstanding features such as a sewn in groundsheet, ideal for wet 
sites and summer bugs, two side doors which can be rolled back 
and a large front panel that can either be rolled up or put out 
as a canopy (canopy poles sold separately). The top vent gives 
extra ventilation and reduces condensation on warmer days. The 
contemporary colour way and design would compliment any 
vehicle and make your holiday one to remember.

Our superb and exclusive new model created for 2013..

Welcome the new Cayman Tail, our latest edition to the range. 
Designed and produced by Outdoor Revolution to our exacting 
standards for the ever increasing customer wanting rear end 
compatibility. Fits a host of VW campers, but is so versatile will fit 
various vans, mpvs, mini vans and 4 x 4’s. The rear tunnel/cowl is 
elasticated and designed to fit snugly over tailgates or twin doors 
with all the other features measuring up to the same standard as 
the now best selling Cayman, including a sealed sewn in tough 
groundsheet. Visit our website to see if it will fit on to your vehicle.  
A fantastic addition to our new range confirming our place as the 
premium and most specialised of all driveaway awning brands.  

The Cayman Tail ... brand new for 2013 , requested by our consumers to fit on the rear of 
smaller campervans, easy to erect and use and fantastic value ...

The Cayman XL is our new 2013 model. Asked for by our customers and as ever - Outdoor Revolution deliver!
A high top driveaway version of our now iconic Caymen ...

Cayman XL Cayman tail

Designed to fit Small to medium 
sized Campervans & motorhomes 
from 180cm to 240cm high

Specification

- Material, 68D Polyester REVTEX 3000
- Poles, Fibreglass
- Pegs, Steel
- Height Range, 240-290cms
- Colour, Blue/Black
- Net Weight, 11.7kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Driveaway Kit OR531/OR532
- Pole/Clamp Set POL230
- Canopy Poles POL210
               - Driveway Runway Strips OR13400

Specification

- Material, 68D Polyester
  REVTEX 3000
- Poles, Fibreglass
- Pegs, Steel
- Height Range, 180-240cms
- Colour, Blue/Black
- Net Weight, 10.35kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Canopy Poles POL210
               - Driveway Runway Strips OR13400

Designed to fit  all 
motorhomes from 240cm 
to 290cm high
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NEW
FOR 2013

NEW

MODEL

CAYMAN XL
New designed elasticated 
cowl to fit around the 
vehicle body

ample ventilation

optional
canopy poles

clip in privacy
curtains

3 large doors

sewn in
groundsheet

4 x 4 COMPATIBLE
DESIGNED AS AN IDEAL FIT TO 
THE REAR OF MOST 4 X 4 OFF 
ROAD VEHICLES. GREAT FOR 
SHOOTING PARTIES & OTHER 

COUNTRY SPORTS etc..

www.outdoor-revolution.com

SEE
ONLINE

FOR A FULL 

VEHICLE FIT  LIST



Campervan Drive Away Awnings             - 2013

Our new large modern family driveawy awning that can be attached to your camper...navigator kombi

The Navigator Kombi is a large family, easy to erect driveawy awning that will fit snugly on the 
side of your camper, great space for your leisure time pleasure ...

Specification

- Material, 68D Polyester REVTEX 3000
- Pole, Fibreglass
- Pegs, Steel 
- Height Range, 180cm-210cm
- Colour, Ivory / Graphite
- Net weight, 23.15kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Drive Away Kit, OR531/532
- Pole and Clamp Kit,  POL230
- Canopy Poles, POL210

Designed to fit Small to medium 
sized Campervans & motorhomes 
from 180cm to 210cm high

90cm

80cm

260cm

90cm140cm 140cm145cm

210cm

350cm

280cm

280cm

330cm

Front

605cm

Footprint
Measurements

The Navigator Kombi EX and Navigator Kombi are both 
updated and new for 2013. If you wish to be out in the most 
striking and up to date leisure driveway awning for your camper 
then look no further... Oodles of space in the living area on both 
models, large bedrooms and a quality feel and real durability to 
complete the experience.  Both models incorporate a four person 
bedroom inner with divider (supplied), this fits in the rear of the 
awning for additional guests or without for simply cavernous 
living and storage area. With a full sewn in groundsheet keeping 
warm air in and cold air out along with a complete seal against 
water and mud it will compliment any camper.
 
The new Navigator Kombi EX incorporates a large front 
canopy ideal for sitting under. Flat front with window and 
windows on the side doors for more light. The same side tunnel 
is deployed on both models, making it quick and easy to both 
driveaway and drive up to with the new driveway strips included 
then it’s as easy as can be.  The now trusted design is simplicity to 
erect and very stable in difficult conditions.
 
The new model Navigator Kombi, now the legendary 
driveaway has just got better with a huge interior. Sewn in 
groundsheet for bug and water free leisure time, simple to 
erect and driveaway from. As well as a new striking look, a host 
of features including a four person detachable inner tent, side 
windows. Now includes the fantastic new driveway strips. Easy, 
strong and durable.  See online for more details .

The Navigator Kombi is the industry standard for a quality 
campervan driveaway awning fully capable of taking a busy 
family and giving cavernous space inside yet remaining easy and 
efficient to use whilst touring.  The front door can be made into a 
canopy with extra windows,  sewn in groundsheet for full weather 
protection and a full four person inner tent, you won’t require any 
more ! Now including the driveway strips .

An even larger extended version of our now iconic kombi ...navigator Kombi EX

The Navigator Kombi EX is the new  addition to our campervan leisure range of driveaway 
awnings. A large front canopy completes this model range with an even more impressive 
family awning ...

110cm

80cm

260cm

90cm140cm140cm 140cm145cm

210cm

350cm

280cm

285cm

330cm

Front

765cm

Footprint
Measurements

Designed to fit Small to medium 
sized Campervans & motorhomes 
from 180cm to 210cm high

Specification

- Material, 68D Polyester
  REVTEX 3000
- Pole, Fibreglass / Steel
- Pegs, Steel 
- Height Range, 180cm-210cm
- Colour, Ivory / Graphite
- Net weight, 27.5kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Drive Away Kit, OR531/532
- Pole and Clamp Kit,  POL230
- Canopy Poles, POL210
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high quality fibre poles

sewn in groundsheet

ample windows

new canopy protection area

four person inner with divider

 permanent ventilation

NEW

FOR 2013

inc new exclusive 
driveway strips  

U
pdated features

NEW
FOR 2013



www.outdoor-revolution.com
LOCATE A LOCAL DEALER ONLINE

Treadlite is a extremely well made premium product ...

Campervan Driveaway Awnings - 2013 Utility Awnings - 2013

Outhouse Double Outhouse XL Outhouse XL Handi

Specification

- Material, 68D 190T Polyester
  PU3000mm,FR
- Pole, Fibreglass
- Pegs, Steel 
- Colour, Black / Silver / Burgundy
- Net weight, 3.33kg (approx)

Specification

- Material, 68D 190T Polyester
  PU3000mm,FR
- Pole, Fibreglass
- Pegs, Steel 
- Colour, Black / Silver / Burgundy
- Net weight, 4.5kg (approx)

Specification

- Material, 68D 190T Polyester
  PU3000mm,FR
- Pole, Fibreglass
- Pegs, Steel
- Hieght Range, 180cm tom240cm 
- Colour, Black / Silver / Burgundy
- Net weight, 4.7kg (approx)
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200cm 70cm

Footprint
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Front

Height = 215cm
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Height = 215cm
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Footprint
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Height = 210cm

Designed to fit Small to medium 
sized Campervans & motorhomes 
from 180cm to 240cm high

The Outhouse Double is a hugely versatile utility, toilet or simple storage 
tent. Even at this price we are using the revtex 3000 performance fabric. It is 
incredibly easy to erect and has great head height due to the pre bent poles. 
It is fully ventilated at the rear, with a role up window. The Outhouse contains 
a hook at the top for hanging of a light or solar shower and the front of the 
Outhouse has a Pocket to store toilet roll. It has fully taped seams making it fully 
waterproof. The Outhouse is one of the fastest selling utility tents in the UK.

The Outhouse XL is the largest utility tent in the Outdoor Revolution range. 
Complete with all the features of the double Outhouse including groundsheet, 
fluorescent guy lines and interior storage pocket, with the added benefit of more 
outdoor cover.
Canopy poles are sold separately. 

The Outhouse XL Handi is our best budget seller, quick, economical, easy 
and with multiple applications this product is ideal for simple cover whilst 
touring. The back system has awning channel which can be slid into awning rail 
or attached to a wind-out awning via a compatible Outdoor Revolution Drive 
away kit. Complete with all the features of the Double Outhouse including 
groundsheet, fluorescent guy lines and interior storage pocket, with the added 
benefit of more outdoor cover.  Extra ventilation on both side for cooking.
See features  video online . Canopy poles are sold separately.

Our superb Navigator Klassic is new and exclusive for the 2013 
range. Designed by ourselves to accommodate the discerning 
camper owner with Zinex poles and our newly designed front 
porch system it certainly stands out from the crowd. Total 
versatility with the front porch gives extra entrance or cooking 
area or simply storing wet or dirty gear.  Lots of living space 
and complete with a bedroom for guests if required.  A more 
compact version than the Kombi using the same original side 
tunnel system with a super strong and extremely durable sewn 
in groundsheet for mud and bug free days and nights.  Our trade 
buyers loved it and one retailer said  ‘ This is exactly what the 
active campervan owner requires, you guys have done it again  
and the price is spot on ‘.
Check the features video online and don’t forget the Navigator 
Classic comes with reflective driveway strips ...   

The new exclusive Navigator Klassic ... another first for Outdoor Revolution in 2013...navigator klassic

The Navigator Klassic a fantastic value new addition to our range with steel zinex poles, plus 
an exclusive additional front porch system which can be used for a multitude of activities 
including cooking, pets, gear storage etc ... the toughest driveaway we do ...

Specification

- Material, 68D Polyester REVTEX 3000
- Pole, Steel
- Pegs, Steel 
- Height Range, 180cm-210cm
- Colour, Ivory / Graphite
- Net weight, 30.1kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Drive Away Kit, OR531/532
- Pole and Clamp Kit,  POL230
- Canopy Poles, POL210

Designed to fit Small to medium 
sized Campervans & motorhomes 
from 180cm to 210cm highFootprint

Measurements

Front

340cm

70cm

210cm

21
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150cm

130cm
100cm
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Awning Height = 220cm
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Specification

- Allows grass to breathe, but does not allow  
  insects to come though.
- Rot proof, washable, flame retardent, UV  
  resistant.
- Non-slip and easy to clean, close weave finish.
- Fully hemmed with large pegging eyelets.
- Strong and breathable.

Outdoor Revolution have produced a quality range of affordable awning and 
camping carpet. 
Fully breathable and flame retardant, TREADLITE is an extremely well made 
premium product.
TREADLITE is rot proof, fully breathable, UV resistant, flame retardent, 
difficult to damage, re-useable, low cost, fully eyeleted and allowed on all 
camp sites.

TREAD-LITE camping carpet

KLASSIC

NEW
 M

ODEL 

FOR 2013

PORCH

INTERNAL VIEW

VERSITILE

PORCH SYSTEM

MULTIPLE

USES

BUDGET

BEST SELLER

FANTASTIC

VALUE PRODUCT

SLEEK 

MODERN COLOURS

New Zinex poles
exclusive

new porch system

sewn in groundsheet

ample ventilation

complete with
removable 3

person inner tent 

inc new exclusive 
driveway strips  



VIDEOS PLUS MORE
INFO ONLINE

www.outdoor-revolution.com

Traditional Awnings - 2013

Exclusive best selling, best value, quality traditional awning on the uk market...

The New Hampshire awning is our exclusive ‘best seller’ 
signature model; modern in design and packed with features, this 
awning was designed to enhance the look of any modern caravan 
and is the ideal choice when luxury touring. Outdoor Revolution 
have redefined the awning market to give the consumer the 
maximum features and durability at a value price. The New 
Hampshire is simply the best value quality and features awning 
on the uk market. This awning comes in highly durable market 
tested fabrics and when cared for will give years of excellent 
performance. Exclusive to Outdoor Revolution, the two front 
panels are interchangeable, so no matter where your caravan is 
pitched there is always a clear entrance/exit. Both side windows 
are fitted with mesh and with a vent in the centre of the frontwall, 
so you will find it hard to buy an awning with the option of as 
much ventilation. Superb news for caravanning in warmer and 
damp conditions. Easy to erect and incredibly stable, with the 
Carbon-lite option, very lightweight. A choice of neutral up to 
date colours either: Anthracite/Mercury or Blue Graphite/Sand, 
which will enhance most caravans. With storm straps and fix on 
pads included; in fact everything you need to begin enjoying 
your awning fully from the start with the minimum of work. 

Packed with features not normally found in an awning in this price bracket...New Hampshire awning

Specification

-  Storm straps included.
-  One piece roof – no seams in roof.
-  Full fly screen in each sidewall.
-  Spacer bars to allow air through fly screens when raining.
-  Mudwall can be pegged inside or out.
-  Central zipped vent in front wall.
-  Canopy has support ridge pole.
-  Canopy is pegged at either end.
-  One wide door in frontwall and two in each sidewall (five in total).
-  Both sides and front detachable.
-  Both sides can take annexe.
-  Fix on pads included.
-  No screwing to caravan as wheel cover is attached using Velcro.
-  Upright pole ladders to ensure tension of canvas is consistent.
-  Pegging toggles using ‘bungy’ elastic giving better flexibility and  
   are easy to replace.

-  Two front panels interchangeable.
-  All zips covered to give extra protection.
-  Draught skirt and wheel cover provided.
-  Aluminium curtain rods provided for sides.
-  Double thickness in corners and centre of roof.
-  280grm Polyester.
-  Choice of steel or Carbon-lite framework.
-  Available in 800cm-1075cm sizes.
-  Full 250cm deep awning.
-  Printed PVC roof material.
-  Choice of two colour combinations.
   (Anthracite, Mercury or Blue Graphite, Sand)

Optional Extras

- Optional Annexes
- Optional LITEWEAVE
- Available with Carbon-lite pole option.Model above: Shown in Anthracite/Mercury.

Model above: Shown in Blue Graphite/Sand.

New England awning

New and exclusive is our New England awning. Fantastic 
features, superb quality, all at a great value price. This awning 
designed by Outdoor Revolution and manufactured exclusively 
for ourselves to our exacting standards. A full five piece awning 
with 4 detachable panels, 6 awning doors and the ability to 
attach an annexe sleeping compartment on either side. New 
and exclusive performance 220g acrylic coated polyester, and 
with heavy duty 400g pvc wipe clean mudwall ensure a true 
performance, feel and durability.
Comes with our new Zetec quick lock steel frame, strong and 
easy, or with our exclusive carbon lite technology, corrosion free 
and extremely lightweight and strong frame.  ‘We believe that 
we have created the least expensive and lightest awning 
including carbon lite technology on the  caravan market’.
Many Features that are normally not available at this value for 
money price, including one piece pvc designer roof, quick lock 
frame.  
New and exclusive to this model and its sister porch the New York, 
are the exclusive to Outdoor Revolution first fully zip in curtains, 
lightweight, easy, non rotting , and stay on the product, plain in 
colour to match everything, you can also add traditional curtains 
if needed on alloy rods (extra cost).  Two mesh and roll up pvc 
windows in both sides for maximum comfort and ventilation, 2 
x storm straps, draught skirt, in fact everything you need to get 
you underway on your caravanning experience. 
Available in our new  contemporary and exclusive colourway, 
anthracite and mercury, cool and unobtrusive on any campsite 
and designed to match many modern caravans.

Specification

-  One piece roof – no seams in roof.
-  Full fly screen in both sidewalls.
-  Mudwall can be pegged inside.
-  Canopy has support ridge pole.
-  Two doors in frontwall and two in each sidewall (six in total).
-  Both sides and front detachable.
-  Both sides can take annexe.
-  Fix on pads included.
-  No screwing to caravan as wheel cover is attached using Velcro.  
-  Upright pole ladders to ensure tension of canvas is consistent.
-  Pegging toggles using ‘bungy’ elastic giving better flexibility and
   are easy to replace. 
-  All zips covered to give extra protection.
-  Draught skirt and wheel cover provided.
-  Double thickness in corners and centre of roof.

-  220grm Polyester.
-  Choice of Zetec steel or Carbon-lite framework.
-  Available in 800cm-1125cm sizes.
-  Full 250cm deep awning.
-  Printed PVC roof material.
-  Colour.

Optional Extras

- Optional Annexes
- Optional LITEWEAVE
- Available with Carbon-lite pole option.

Model above: Shown in Anthracite/Mercury.

Optional Tall Annexex.
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www.outdoor-revolution.com

LOCATE A LOCAL DEALER
ONLINE ON OUR WEBSITE

Traditional Awnings - 2013

The largest motor home awning available on the uk market...

The Valley Lodge is our fantastic traditional style drive away 
awning with all the features you need to have an amazing holiday. 
The Valley Lodge is one of the biggest in its class having a floor area 
of 3.8m wide by 2.5m deep and with this size of living area you 
should be sure to fully enjoy your holiday experience. Also with the 
option of a Tall Annexe that can be used for storage or sleeping 
(inner tent is an optional extra) it gives you more space and makes 
this awning even more versatile and appealing. All windows come 
with zipped curtains for extra privacy and the side windows also 
have full mesh panels for extra ventilation on those sunnier days. 
Complete with 220grm polyester, steel frame and storm straps 
it makes the Valley Lodge the most substantial Motorhome 
awning in the marketplace. The Valley Lodge comes complete 
with removable pegging points which should make replacing 
any damaged pegging points a simple task (replacements should 
be available for purchase either from your dealer or  contact us) 
Available in anthracite and mercury colour-way it will be sure to 
compliment any motorhome.

The Valley Lodge is the largest Motor Home awning available on 
the uk market, another first for Outdoor Revolution. With a floor 
area of 3.8m wide x 2.5m deep together with an Annexe you can 
create a huge light and airy living space for the family, packed with 
features, a superb quality awning at a value for money price. 

Probably the best value porch on the market available with carbon frame technology...

Optional Extras

- Optional Annexes
- Optional LITEWEAVE

Optional Tall Annexe. Optional Tall Annexex.

New York porch

-  Double thickness in corners and centre of roof.
-  220grm Polyester fabric.
-  Full 250cm deep x 300cm wide awning.
-  Choice of steel or Carbon-lite framework.
-  Printed PVC roof material.
-  Colour (Anthracite/Mercury)    

-  Bracket pads included.

Optional Extras

- Optional Annexes
- Optional LITEWEAVE
- Available with Carbon-lite pole option.

Model above: Shown in Anthracite/Mercury.

The New York porch awning has Outdoor Revolution quality 
and fantastic features, superb performance, all at a great 
value price. This awning designed by Outdoor Revolution and 
manufactured exclusively for ourselves to our exacting standards. 
A full true porch, with the ability to attach an annexe sleeping 
compartment on one side. New and exclusive performance 220g 
acrylic coated polyester, and with heavy duty 400g pvc wipe 
clean mudwall ensure a true performance, feel and durability. 
Comes complete with either our new Zetec quick lock steel frame, 
strong and easy, or with our exclusive carbon lite technology, 
corrosion free and extremely lightweight and strong frame.  ‘We 
believe that we have created the least expensive and lightest 
porch including carbon lite technology on the caravan market’
Many Features that are normally not available at this value for 
money price, including one piece pvc designer roof, quick lock 
frame, 5 doors, front and one side removable panel, there is a 
large single door on the other side, rear pads and upright poles 
for a secure and draught free attachment to the caravan.  
New and exclusive to the New York, are the exclusive to Outdoor 
Revolution first fully zip in curtains, lightweight, easy, non rotting 
and stay on the product, plain in colour to match everything, you 
can though add traditional curtains if needed on alloy rods
(extra cost).  One side mesh and roll up pvc window for maximum 
comfort and ventilation, storm strap buckles, draught skirt. 
Available in our new  contemporary and exclusive colourway, 
anthracite and mercury, cool and unobtrusive on any campsite 
and designed to match many modern caravans.  This will be our 
most popular porch this season.

Specification

-  One piece PVC roof – no seams in roof.
-  Fly screen fitted
-  Internal Mudwall
-  Five doors in total
-  Two removable panels
-  One side can take optional annexe.
-  Stability straps included.
-  Zip up curtains.
-  Rear Pads for increased protection.
-  No screwing to caravan as wheel cover is attached using Velcro.
-  Upright pole ladders to ensure tension of canvas is consistent.
-  Pegging toggles using ‘bungy’ elastic giving better flexibility      
   and are easy to replace.
-  All zips covered to give extra protection.
-  Draught skirt provided.

Valley Lodge drive away

Specification

-  One piece roof – no seams in roof.
-  Full fly screen in each sidewall.
-  Two doors in frontwall and two in each sidewall (six in total).
-  Both sides and front detachable.
-  Both sides can take annexe.
-  Upright pole ladders to ensure tension of canvas is consistent.
-  Pegging toggles using ‘bungy’ elastic giving better flexibility   
   and are easy to replace.
-  All zips covered to give extra protection.
-  220grm Polyester.
-  Full 250cm deep awning.
-  Steel framework.
-  Printed PVC roof material.
-  Fits Motorhomes with door height 2.3mts – 2.6mts.

Model above: Shown in Anthracite/Stone.
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The Universal Annexe comes complete 
with a two person inner tent...

Traditional Awnings - 2013 Accessories - 2013

A versatile Annexe with great features designed to enhance your awning...

A highly compatible simple to use annexe designed to fit any awning....

The Tall Annexe compliments the traditional range of awnings 
by simply zipping into one of the side panels. Having two large 
windows and zipped curtains for extra privacy it can be used for 
sleeping (inner tent optional extra), a play area for the kids or 
simply for that little bit of extra storage room. The Tall Annexe is 
so versatile, your holiday would not be the same without it.

Compatible with current New Hampshire, New England, New 
York and Valley Lodge & including some discontinued models.

The Universal Annexe will fit any caravan awning (any depth) 
and fits through straps connecting to the existing poles of your 
awning, rather than connecting through the zip. This makes it a 
secure and watertight fit and ensures the annexe will fit to any 
awning on the market now comes in the 210 denier Revtex fabric 
in a neutral stone colour. The universal annexe comes complete 
with a two person inner tent.

Tall Annexe

Universal Annexe

Specification

-  One piece roof.
-  Two large clearview windows.
-  Sidewall of awning/motorhome annexe/porch can be zipped in when         
   annexe is in position.
-  Suitable to fit awning, porch or motorhome annexe.
-  Same colour material as awning/porch/motorhome annexe.
-  Same printed PVC roof material as awning/porch/motorhome annexe.
-  280grm Polyester.
-  Steel framework.
-  Fits all models in New Wave awning range.
-  Floor area approximately 185cm x 205 cm (largest available).

Specification

- 150d revtex 3000 fabric
- Steel Poles
- Compact and versatile
- Easy to erect
- Light weight
- Short Pole Sleeve
- Flame Retardant
- 150 Denier Oxford Nylon

Size Guide To work out the correct size awning you will require for your caravan, we have included an easy to read sizing chart. Place your caravan on level ground and 
simply measure the distance from A to B in centimetres (as per diagram). This gives you a total length which can be compared with the chart to give you the 
size awning you require. (eg total length from A - B  = 1018 cm, therefore a 1025 awning is required)

Awning Size 775 800 825 850 875 900 925 950

Measurement A-B(cm) 765-790 790-815 815-840 840-865 865-890 890-915 915-940 940-965

Awning Size 975 1000 1025 1050 1075 1100 1125 1150 1175

Measurement A-B(cm) 965-990 990-1015 1015-1040 1040-1065 1065-1090 1090-1115 1115-1140 1140-1165 1165-1190

If unsure, please contact one of our specialist dealers for advice or email our technical enquiries department on:  cuserv@blue-diamond-products.co.uk 

- Steel Pegs
- Valise
- Inner tent included
- Fits most traditional awnings
- Mud wall
- Simple strap adjustment
- Weight 6.6kg (approx)

200cm
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200cm
150cm

140cm

190cm

210cm

A. Ground Level B.
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Synonymous with quality and performance, Dukdalf is a leading European manufacturer of high 
quality leisure furniture. Blue Diamond are proud to be the uk distributor of this highly valued brand with 
performance and durability unrivalled within the leisure industry...

Blue Diamond chemical is the original  parent company, formed over 30 years 
ago, our  principals have never altered;  high quality consistent products at value 
for money prices. That’s why we  are one of the largest brands in leisure chemical 
in the uk today...

Quality Camping Chairs

Low Wattage Halogen 
Cookers

Portable Eco
Toilets

Quality melamine tableware... & more...

Pegs

Low Wattage
Kettles & Toasters

Portable
Gas Heaters

 35.

Caravan Care & Toilet Chemicals

1 litre
Blue Diamond manufacture, distribute and import a large range of quality leisure accessories with a presence that can be seen in most 
leisure retailers. High quality and value for money is our philospy and with 30 years in business we have the expertise and the mission 
to be the best ...           For details about our vast range of products, please see us online at:      www.blue-diamond-products.co.uk

When...



Sunpro - UV 
Outdoor Revolution have Exclusively developed a weatherproof and ultra-violet coating which has been specially applied to our developed fabrics.  This 
greatly enhances the performance, durability and lifetime of the fabric on our products. In real time it can extend the performance of the fabric up to 3 
times the lifetime of untreated fabrics.  Sunpro UV has been rigorously tested by our users and is now a seasoned addition to most of our range.  No other 
manufacturer offers this kind of performance at this price.  A first again for Outdoor Revolution.  NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITION !!  - Another reason 
to choose an Outdoor Revolution product.
 
Stability bar system - SBS
Developed exclusively for our Outdoor Revolution range of products, this bar system now legendary in its additional strength, performance enhancing 
properties and durability.  No other lightweight awning manufacturer has this system.  SBS massively increases the tension and the performance of the 
product in high winds, keeping the awning completely rigid and stable.  Simple effective and strong.  NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITION !! - Another 
reason to buy an Outdoor Revolution product .
 
Vortex vent system - VVS 
Outdoor Revolution spend a lot of time developing new and efficient systems and air and condensation is a major consideration.  At Outdoor Revolution we 
always place considerable importance on venting systems.  Our products have more vents than our competitors and we have further developed the Vortex 
Vent System (VVS) to increase clean air throughout the product, making a more pleasant environment, reducing condensation and further reducing any  
lingering smells in the awning.  NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS !!
 
Endurance storm strap system - ESS
Outdoor Revolution have further developed our revolutionary storm strap system.  Designed at the brands conception, the new Endurance system further 
enhances the products performance in difficult weather conditions.  It is designed to not only hold the fabric but also wraps around the pole to securely hold 
the whole product safely and efficiently to the ground in all conditions.  In conjunction with other exclusive products the stability bar system makes for an 
unbeatably strong, capable and efficient system.  Another reason to choose an Outdoor Revolution product.!!  NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS !!
 
Zinex - ZCF
New from Outdoor Revolution our upgraded premium pole system; Zinex is our newly developed zinc coated pole system, exclusive again from Outdoor 
Revolution, further enhancing the quality and durability for our products and keeping us firmly in the fore front of our industry in terms of quality, value, 
strength and durability.  Another reason to choose Outdoor Revolution above everyone else.  NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITION !!
 
Integra - RPS 
Our new patent pending exclusive Integra RPS system has taken our lightweight products to new heights. The press are also raving about it, meaning this is 
something special !!  Developed again as a first from the team at Outdoor Revolution, it simply has all the ease and lightweight use credentials, whilst giving 
you the adjustability and flexibility that a  full awning requires.  Simply thread the poles from the outside then tension the awning from the inside - Genius!!  
This is available for this year on our fantastic new Integra range, hence the name.  Totally new, this is our most exciting development here at Outdoor 
Revolution for some years. The ultimate in ease and performance.  Another reason to choose an Outdoor Revolution product !!  NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR 
COMPETITORS !!

Acrylix 300
New for 2013 is our newly developed Acrylix 300 fabric. Silky smooth with huge tensile strength, built in double ripstop for extreme performance, flexibility 
and endurance to the elements and the suns ultra-violet rays.  We have spent many years perfecting this fabric with our manufacturer and factories and have 
tested it in every way to make sure it outperforms all other fabrics of its kind. Exclusive to Outdoor Revolution, we believe this will outperform all of our 
competitors equivalent fabrics in terms of durability and lifespan.  Acrylix can only be found on our products.  Another fantastic reason to choose Outdoor 
Revolution.  DON’T ASK OUR COMPETITORS FOR THIS !!
 
Oxygen air frame
Another outstanding first from Outdoor Revolution; we have developed the first  Oxygen air frame.  Ultra light weight, using low pressure tubes for creating 
stable structures make it ultra fast to assemble and disassemble.  This air frame is proven winner.  Constructed in only the highest grade fabrics and materials, 
this system, tested rigorously for two seasons, is the future in lightweight quick to erect awnings or driveaways.  Quality finish and superb value for money.  
See the video online and be amazed how simple this is !!  They say the simple ideas are the best !!  Another reason to choose Outdoor Revolution !! 
 
Tintz 
Outdoor Revolution have done it yet again by constantly moving the brand forward with innovation.  Now tinted windows, the envy of our competitors and 
exclusive to ourselves for 2013. Lowering direct sunlight and creating a more calmer atmosphere inside the awning. It looks cool and high quality, giving that 
premium look and feel on our superb new range of awnings.  DON’T ASK OUR COMPETITORS FOR THIS !!
 
Carbon-lite 
Now in its third year on the market, the fantastic Carbon-lite goes from strength to strength.  If it’s a lightweight ultra strong frame system that you require 
then look no further.  Huge performance comes from this carbon system; rot proof, lightweight and super strong.  We have 10,000’s of products out in the field 
now using our registered Carbon-lite and every one delighted at what it offers.  DON’T ASK OUR COMPETITORS FOR THIS !!
 
Revtex 3000
A high performance polyester, developed by ourselves to give value for money whilst giving huge performance and durability. Revtex 3000 represents the 
hydrostatic head which is basically the water column it can hold without  leaking.  Dense, smooth and flexible; when cared for will give great service for many 
years.  
 
Revtex 5000
An even higher performance polyester, developed by ourselves to give value for money whilst giving huge performance and durability. Revtex 5000 
represents the hydrostatic head which is basically the water column it can hold without  leaking. Dense, smooth and flexible; when cared for will give great 
service for many years  
 
Liteweave
At Outdoor Revolution our mission is to sell only the highest performing products on the market.  If it’s a luxury camping carpet that you require then look 
no further than our liteweave.  Incredibly strong, rot proof, fully breathable, uv resistant, flame retardant, ecological as it’s made from recycled plastics, jet 
washable and allowed on all sites.  A premium and durable product in every sense of the word.  DON’T ASK OUR COMPETITIORS FOR THIS !!  Don’t be mislead 
by alternative and cheaper copies, they are simply not the same.  With over 20,000 pieces sold there is no mistake this the best performing carpet on the 
market .
 
Treadlite
At Outdoor Revolution our mission is to sell only the highest performing products on the market.  If it’s a premium camping carpet that you require then 
look no further than our treadlite, incredibly strong, rot proof, fully breathable, uv resistant, ecological as made from recycled plastics and allowed on all sites. 
DON’T BE MISLEAD BY COMPETITORS!!
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Outdoor Revolution
Unit 2  •  Beehive Business Park  •  Heckmondwike  •  West Yorkshire  •  WF16 0PN

w: www.outdoor-revolution.com   •   e: cuserv@blue-diamond-products.co.uk

Dear Customer

Thank you for viewing the 2013 Outdoor Revolution catalogue, we hope you enjoy it; this year we are 
delighted to celebrate ten years of creating market leading, practical outdoor products for the leisure 
industry, with more new designs, features and models than any previous year. 

Our original concept was formed over twelve years ago; our vision was to pioneer lightweight and easy 
erect awnings, two features that are essential to our customer.  We also wanted to develop a brand 
synonymous with quality, function and innovation and introduce ground breaking products into the 
camping, caravan and motorhome industry.  Our ambition has always been to set the benchmark for the 
industry to satisfy and often exceed the consumers need and expectation for premium quality, modern, 
lightweight and simple to use products; we are frequently copied but never equalled!

In 2013 we have continued to push the boundaries and have introduced new technologies included in the 
Oxygen Air Frame Awning and the new ground breaking Integra.  We have also introduced the exclusive 
range of Caymans for your Campervan and Motorhome, with improved performance, specification and 
durability; we have listened to feedback from you, our customer and have introduced upgrades for 2013 as 
well as a whole host of new technical developments, giving you the best choice of performance products 
for this season.

Visit www.outdoor-revolution.com, which brings our brand to you! Enabling you to locate your nearest 
stockist; you can also learn more about the features and benefits of our 2013 ranges, our latest news, 
videos and monthly competitions.  In addition you can participate in our new consumer forum and blog, 
we value your opinion!  You can also like our Facebook page and follow us on Twitter.

We are committed to continue to give you more; to demonstrate our passion for our industry, customer 
service and desire to remain true to our mission as leaders of our market.   

Thank you once again for your support and we look forward to the next ten years!

Brent Turner
Managing Director

Celebrating our 10th Outdoor Revolution consumer catalogue...

Please note:   Product specifications, colours and dimensions are correct at the time of going to press. However due to our policy of continuous product improvements we 
reserve the right to make ongoing changes to our products.


